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The DB End Game —
Helping Schemes Prepare for the
Finish Line
Recent years have seen trustees and corporate
sponsors of defined benefit (DB) schemes explore
ways of managing and reducing risks as they meet
their obligations to members. We discussed the
routes available in our paper, ‘Demystifying the
DB End Game’.
As a leading global fixed income manager, State Street
Global Advisors can offer clients the full range of derisking
capabilities, including liability-driven (LDI) and cashflowdriven (CDI) investment and Target Leverage Funds.
Here, we present three hypothetical case studies showing
how we could help our clients reach a stronger position on
their end game journey. The three DB schemes outlined
start with different challenges, but could ultimately
achieve more certainty over their scheme risks and
cashflows requirements.
The solutions we could provide all include LDI strategies
to better match inflation and interest rate risks, while
using leverage to free up assets to be invested elsewhere.
The strategies also involve CDI allocations that help
meet scheme payments to members without the need to
become forced sellers of assets in volatile markets.

Summary

The case studies are stylised examples to illustrate the range of starting points that schemes
may be at (with regard to scale, asset allocations, funding levels, covenants and other factors)
and where they could potentially get to.
The ultimate goal is to better prepare them for their end game destination. In each case study,
we explain how State Street Global Advisors could help the schemes improve their funding ratio
(volatility) and better manage risks through LDI, CDI and improved asset allocation.
The table below summarises key details of our three hypothetical clients:
Client

Scheme Size (£bn)

Initial Funding Level
(%)

Initial Interest Rate/
Inflation Hedge (%)

Scheme Aim

Widget PLC

0.3

75

21

Better match
target liabilities

Techno PLC

1.8

95

50

De-risk and plan for
buyout in 10 years

Blue Chip
International PLC

8.0

90

60

De-risk using
segregated LDI and
CDI funds

The information contained above is for illustrative purposes only.

Widget
Widget is a mid-sized manufacturing company, with a significantly underfunded DB pension
scheme and tending to weak sponsor covenant. Given the weak funding, the scheme does not
yet have a clear end game.
Our solution would be to help Widget manage its scheme cashflow and liability risks by increasing
diversification of scheme assets and increasing the scheme's hedge ratio.
Techno
Techno is the UK subsidiary of an international engineering group. The scheme is relatively well
funded, and the covenant is tending to strong. The £1bn scheme fully closed in 2015 and the
trustees are looking to de-risk, with the end goal being a buyout within 10 years.
Our solution would be to increase the scheme’s hedge ratio, reduce risk and increase the
cashflow certainty of the scheme.
Blue Chip International
Blue Chip is a large, multi-national manufacturing company with an £8bn DB scheme and
a robust 90% funding level. The sponsor covenant is strong and the scheme aims for selfsufficiency. Blue Chip was interested in a portfolio that would better match its liabilities, but in
a segregated fund format for LDI and CDI investments, that would sit alongside existing private
markets investments.
Our solution would be to diversify Blue Chip's scheme asset allocation and increase the scheme's
hedge ratio.
State Street Global Advisors has helped these pension schemes successfully prepare for
their preferred end game leveraging our experienced asset allocation, LDI and CDI teams.
We discuss each case study in more detail on the following pages and can provide more
information upon request.
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Scheme 1: Widget

Widget is a mid-sized manufacturing company, with a significantly underfunded DB pension
scheme and tending to weak sponsor covenant. Widget’s £300m scheme is 75% funded and had
a traditional asset mix of multi-asset funds and gilts, no leverage and a low (c.20%) hedge to both
interest rate risk and inflation risk.
After a full analysis of Widget’s current portfolio, we would propose to increase the diversification
of the scheme assets and to target an increase of the hedge ratio to 75%. In the short-term, we
would also stabilise the cashflow shortfall through CDI. We utilise our Target Leverage Funds, a
range of leveraged equity and LDI funds that can provide leverage to help fuel growth and tailormatch liabilities.

Figure 1a
Asset Allocation Changes

Asset

Current Allocation (%)

Solution Allocation (%)

Multi-Asset Fund

80

—

Long Glits

20

—

Leveraged LDI Funds

—

32

CDI Funds

—

10

Leveraged Equity Funds

—

11

Strategic Diversified Fund

—

47

100

100

Total
Source: State Street Global Advisors, as at 30 June 2020.

The table above summarises the asset allocation changes we would employ to improve Widget’s
funding level and manage its risks.
We helped manage Widget’s scheme cashflow and liability risks through allocations to:
• Leveraged LDI funds to hedge risks
• Leveraged equity funds to preserve the return target
• Cashflow-driven investment (CDI) credit funds to improve the cashflow negative status
The leverage of the overall portfolio increased to 2.5x. The expected returns are maintained, the
solution is now much better hedged and the funding ratio is less volatile.
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Matching Assets

Figure 1b
Widget’s Initial
LDI Portfolio:
Interest Rate Hedge

Liabilities

Net Asset Value

£60m

Present Value

£400m

Exposure

£60m

Total PV01 (£k)

800

Leverage

1.0x

Total IE01 (£k)

625

 Target Liabilities
Interest Rate Hedge

 Liabilities
 Unlevered Index Linked
Gilt Index

Target Hedge Ratio

75%

Target Liabilities PV01 (£k)

600

 Unlevered Conventional
Gilt Index

Achieved Hedge Ratio

21%

Achieved Assets PV01 (£k)

166

120

PV01 (£k)
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Source: State Street Global Advisors, as at 30 June 2020. Please note this does not account for holdings of UK government
bonds in the multi-asset fund.

The chart above shows that the initial gilt portfolio (in light blue and purple) was doing a poor job
of matching the target liabilities (in dark blue). The green bars are the scheme liabilities.
Matching Assets

Figure 1c
Our Solution:
Improved Interest
Rate Hedge

Liabilities

Net Asset Value

£125m

Present Value

£400m

Exposure

£315m

Total PV01 (£k)

800

2.5x

Total IE01 (£k)

625

Leverage
 Target Liabilities
Interest Rate Hedge

 Liabilities
 Target Leverage Fund
(LDI Funds)

Target Hedge Ratio

75%

Target Liabilities PV01 (£k)

600

 CDI Funds

Achieved Hedge Ratio

75%

Achieved Assets PV01 (£k)

600

120

PV01 (£k)
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Source: State Street Global Advisors, as at 30 June 2020.

Here, the solution allocation (light blue and purple bars) much more closely matches the target
liabilities (dark blue bars).
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Scheme 2: Techno

Techno is the UK subsidiary of an international engineering group. Techno had a strong initial
funding level of 95% and we would work with the client to lock down its funding level position, in
light of volatile market conditions.
The initial portfolio consisted of an approximately equal proportion of UK equities, corporate
bonds and index-linked gilts, and 10% in illiquid property. Our solution is to increase the scheme’s
hedge ratio from 50% to 95% and reduce risk, while utilising a CDI approach to increase the
cashflow certainty of the scheme.
We would chose a pooled solution for simplicity and used our DB+ implementation service to
help the trustee with funding level triggers. The DB+ service dramatically reduces administrative
burden from initial implementation through managing the portfolio all the way to handling a
scheme’s cashflows.
We would implement the following asset allocation changes, with the constraint to maintain the
10% allocation to illiquid property to avoid incurring high trading costs.

Figure 2a
Asset Allocation Changes

Asset

Current Allocation (%)

Solution Allocation (%)

Equities

30.0

—

Property

10.0

10.0

Corporate Bonds

27.5

—

Index-Linked Gilts

32.5

—

Leveraged LDI Funds

—

17.6

Unleveraged LDI Funds

—

22.4

CDI Funds

—

40.0

Leveraged Equity Funds

—

10.0

100

100

Total
Source: State Street Global Advisors, as at 30 June 2020.

The solution allocation for Techno involves reallocating away from equities, corporate bonds and
index-linked gilts to:
• Leveraged LDI funds to hedge risks
• Unleveraged LDI funds also to hedge risks
• CDI credit funds to improve the cashflow negative status.
• Leveraged global equity funds to preserve some of the return and to add diversification
The expected return of the portfolio is somewhat reduced, but overall risks are better matched.
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Figure 2b
Techno’s Initial
LDI Portfolio:
Interest Rate Hedge

Matching Assets

Liabilities

Net Asset Value

£600m

Present Value

£1,053m

Exposure

£600m

Total PV01 (£k)

2,106

Leverage

1.0x

Total IE01 (£k)

1,646

 Target Liabilities
 Liabilities

Interest Rate Hedge

 Unlevered Index
Linked Gilt

Target Hedge Ratio

95%

Target Liabilities PV01 (£k)

2,001

 Corporate Bonds

Achieved Hedge Ratio

50%

Achieved Assets PV01 (£k)

1,062

300

PV01 (£k)
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Source: State Street Global Advisors, as at 30 June 2020.

Figure 2c
Our Solution:
Improved Interest
Rate Hedge

Matching Assets

Liabilities

Net Asset Value

£800m

Present Value

£1,053m

Exposure

£1,236m

Total PV01 (£k)

2,106

Leverage

1.5x

Total IE01 (£k)

1,646

Target Hedge Ratio

95%

Target Liabilities PV01 (£k)

2,001

Achieved Hedge Ratio

95%

Achieved Assets PV01 (£k)

2,001

 Target Liabilities
Interest Rate Hedge

 Liabilities
 Target Leverage Funds
(LDI Funds)
 Unlevered Index Linked
Gilt Index
CDI Funds
300

PV01 (£k)
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0
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Source: State Street Global Advisors, as at 30 June 2020.
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Scheme 3: Blue
Chip International

Blue Chip is a large, multi-national manufacturing company with an £8bn DB scheme and a
robust 90% funding level.
Initially, the Blue Chip scheme invested in a diversified portfolio of equities, corporate bonds,
unleveraged gilts and illiquid assets and i only 60% hedged. Our aim is to diversify the scheme’s
asset allocation and increase the hedge ratio from 60% to 90%.
We would implement the following asset allocation changes:

Figure 3a
Asset Allocation Changes

Asset

Current Allocation (%)

Solution Allocation (%)

30

10.0

– Multi Factor ESG

—

10.0

– Emerging Markets

—

5.0

Property

5

5.0

Private Equity

5

5.0

Infrastructure

5

5.0

15

—

—

5.0

40

—

Glits (Leveraged)

—

21.6

CDI

—

33.4

100

100

Equities
– MSCI ACWI

Corporate Bonds
EM Sovereign Bonds (LC)
Glits (Unleveraged)

Total
Source: State Street Global Advisors, as at 30 June 2020.

The solution for Blue Chip involves reducing the allocation to global equities and removing
unleveraged gilts in favour of:
•

A diversified ESG multi-factor strategy to target long-term outperformance and to improve
the portfolio’s ESG and carbon footprint characteristics

•

Emerging market equities to target long-term outperformance

•

CDI credit funds to improve the cashflow negative status

•

Leveraged gilts to hedge risks and boost returns

•

Emerging market sovereign bonds to target long-term outperformance

Compared to the initial allocation, the solution allocation has a marginally lower expected return. As
with Techno, Blue Chip accepts this as it wanted to better match its liabilities and retain its allocation to
illiquid assets (property, private equity and infrastructure) to avoid incurring transaction costs.
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Figure 3b
Blue Chip’s Initial
LDI Portfolio:
Interest Rate Hedge

Matching Assets

Liabilities

Net Asset Value

£4,400m

Present Value

£8,887m

Exposure

£4,400m

Total PV01 (£k)

17,778

Leverage

1.0x

Total IE01 (£k)

13,891

Target Hedge Ratio

90%

Target Liabilities PV01 (£k)

16,000

Achieved Hedge Ratio

60%

Achieved Assets PV01 (£k)

10,733

 Target Liabilities
 Liabilities
 Unlevered Index Linked
Gilt Index
Corporate Bonds

Interest Rate Hedge

2,500

PV01 (£k)

2,000

1,500

1,000

500

0

5Y

10Y

15Y

20Y

25Y

30Y

35Y

40Y

45Y

50Y

45Y

50Y

Source: State Street Global Advisors, as at 30 June 2020.

Figure 3c
Our Solution:
Improved Interest
Rate Hedge

Matching Assets

Liabilities

Net Asset Value

£4,400m

Present Value

£8,887m

Exposure

£8,729m

Total PV01 (£k)

17,778

2.0x

Total IE01 (£k)

13,891

Target Hedge Ratio

90%

Target Liabilities PV01 (£k)

16,000

Achieved Hedge Ratio

90%

Achieved Assets PV01 (£k)

16,000

Leverage
 Target Liabilities
 Liabilities
Repo Glits
 Physical Glits
CDI Funds

Interest Rate Hedge

2,500

PV01 (£k)

2,000

1,500

1,000

500

0

5Y

10Y

15Y

20Y

25Y

30Y

35Y

40Y

Source: State Street Global Advisors, as at 30 June 2020.
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Conclusion

Our teams are able to assess the efficiency of current investments and look for solutions that
will help you better manage risks and meet your scheme objectives. We would be delighted to
consider the challenges for your scheme and discuss how our strategies can help your end game
journey and deliver good outcomes to your members.

State Street Global
Advisors Target
Leverage Funds

We developed our Target Leverage Funds to address each of the main aims that schemes have:
capital and collateral efficiency, and allocational flexibility. The Target Leverage Funds are a
powerful range of leveraged equity and LDI funds that can provide clients of 3x leverage —
helping to fuel growth and tailor-match liabilities.
The leverage in our Funds gives capital efficiency because it helps to free up capital that can be
used elsewhere by a scheme, for example, to pay benefits, increase diversification or to allocate
to other growth, income or hedging assets.
Our innovative Efficient Collateral Pool provides low-friction and daily movement of collateral
between the Pool, and the LDI and Equity Target Leverage Funds.
Our Target Leverage Funds allow schemes to choose different exposures to suit their
individual requirements and give them the ability to easily adjust their allocations when scheme
circumstances change.

Equity Funds
(4 Times Leverage)

• State Street Target Leverage UK Equity Fund
• State Street Target Leverage World Equity Fund
• State Street Target Leverage World Equity Hedged Fund

LDI Funds
(5 Times Leverage)

• State Street Target Leverage Nominal Rate Short LDI Fund
• State Street Target Leverage Nominal Rate Long LDI Fund
• State Street Target Leverage Real Rate Short LDI Fund
• State Street Target Leverage Real Rate Long LDI Fund

Cashflow-Driven
Investment

• State Street CDI Credit Fund 2021–2025
• State Street CDI Credit Fund 2026–2030
• State Street CDI Credit Fund 2031–2035
Our CDI approach is a systematic buy and maintain strategy implemented on a global corporate
bond universe aiming to deliver reliable cashflows to meet a pension scheme’s outgoings.
The strategy can be implemented via a separately managed account structured to meet the
scheme’s requirements or via a range of maturity-profiled pooled funds (1–5 years; 6–10 years;
11–15 years).

DB+

DB+ is an optional service layer, designed to further increase the efficiency of your LDI implementation
and management. From initial implementation, through managing the portfolio all the way to handling
the scheme’s cashflows, the DB+ service dramatically reduces administrative burden.
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Contacts

Stephen O’Leary
Head of UK Institutional Business
Development
Stephen_O’Leary@ssga.com

About State Street
Global Advisors

For four decades, State Street Global Advisors has served the world’s governments, institutions
and financial advisors. With a rigorous, risk-aware approach built on research, analysis and
market-tested experience, we build from a breadth of active and index strategies to create costeffective solutions. As stewards, we help portfolio companies see that what is fair for people and
sustainable for the planet can deliver long-term performance. And, as pioneers in index, ETF,
and ESG investing, we are always inventing new ways to invest. As a result, we have become the
world’s third-largest asset manager with US $3.47 trillion* under our care.

Jeremy Rideau, CFA
EMEA Head of LDI
Jeremy_Rideau@ssga.com

* This figure is presented as of December 31, 2020 and includes approximately $75.17 billion of assets with respect to
SPDR products for which State Street Global Advisors Funds Distributors, LLC (SSGA FD) acts solely as the marketing
agent. SSGA FD and State Street Global Advisors are affiliated.

ssga.com
Marketing communication.
For institutional/professional
investors use only.
For Investors in UK: The Company has been
registered for distribution in the UK pursuant to
the UK’s temporary permissions regime under
regulation 62 of the Collective Investment
Schemes (Amendment etc.) (EU Exit) Regulations
2019. The Company is directed at ‘professional
clients’ in the UK (within the meaning of the rules
of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000)
who are deemed both knowledgeable and
experienced in matters relating to investments.
The products and services to which this
communication relates are only available to such
persons and persons of any other description
should not rely on this communication. Many of
the protections provided by the UK regulatory
system do not apply to the operation of the
Company, and compensation will not be
available under the UK Financial Services
Compensation Scheme.
The stocks mentioned are not necessarily
holdings invested in by [SSGA or third party fund
manager]. References to specific company stocks
should not be construed as recommendations or
investment advice. The statements and opinions
are subject to change at any time, based on
market and other conditions.
This information should not be considered a
recommendation to invest in a particular sector
or to buy or sell any security shown. It is not
known whether the sectors or securities shown
will be profitable in the future.
United Kingdom: State Street Global Advisors
Limited. Authorised and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority. Registered in
England. Registered No. 2509928. VAT No.
5776591 81. Registered office: 20 Churchill
Place, Canary Wharf, London, E14 5HJ. T: 020
3395 6000. F: 020 3395 6350.

The information contained in this
communication is not a research
recommendation or ‘investment
research’ and is classified as a
‘Marketing Communication’ in
accordance with the Markets in Financial
Instruments Directive (2014/65/EU) or
applicable Swiss regulation. This means
that this marketing communication (a) has
not been prepared in accordance with legal
requirements designed to promote the
independence of investment research
(b) is not subject to any prohibition on
dealing ahead of the dissemination of
investment research.

Equity securities may fluctuate in value
in response to the activities of individual
companies and general market and
economic conditions.

Increase in real interest rates can cause the
price of inflation-protected debt securities to
decrease. Interest payments on inflationprotected debt securities can be unpredictable.

International Government bonds and corporate
bonds generally have more moderate shortterm price fluctuations than stocks, but provide
lower potential long-term returns.

This communication is directed at professional
clients (this includes eligible counterparties
as defined by the appropriate EU regulator”)
who are deemed both knowledgeable and
experienced in matters relating to investments.
The products and services to which this
communication relates are only available
to such persons and persons of any other
description (including retail clients) should
not rely on this communication.

The views expressed in this material are
the views of the Jeremy Rideau and Alistair
Byrne through the period ended 31 December
2020 and are subject to change based on
market and other conditions. This document
contains certain statements that may be
deemed forward-looking statements. Please
note that any such statements are not
guarantees of any future performance and
actual results or developments may differ
materially from those projected.

Investing in swaps is highly risky. Swap
contracts are not standardised, nor are they
traded on an index. Rather, they are negotiated
privately between the counterparties and are
not settled by a centralised clearing-house.
As such, swap contracts subject a party to
significant counterparty risk. Swap positions
are considered highly leveraged because the
initial margins are significantly smaller than the
notional value of the contracts. The smaller
the value of the margin in comparison to the
notional value of the swap contract, the higher
the leverage. There are a number of risks
associated with forward investing including but
not limited to counterparty credit risk, currency
risk, derivatives risk, foreign issuer exposure
risk, sector concentration risk, leveraging and
liquidity risks.

The trademarks and service marks referenced
herein are the property of their respective
owners. Third party data providers make no
warranties or representations of any kind
relating to the accuracy, completeness or
timeliness of the data and have no liability
for damages of any kind relating to the use of
such data.
Investing involves risk including the risk of loss
of principal.
Bonds generally present less short-term risk
and volatility than stocks, but contain interest
rate risk (as interest rates rise, bond prices
usually fall); issuer default risk; issuer credit
risk; liquidity risk; and inflation risk. These
effects are usually pronounced for longer-term
securities. Any fixed income security sold or
redeemed prior to maturity may be subject to
a substantial gain or loss.

Derivative investments may involve risks
such as potential illiquidity of the markets
and additional risk of loss of principal.
Diversification does not ensure a profit
or guarantee against loss.

All the index performance results referred
to are provided exclusively for comparison
purposes only. It should not be assumed
that they represent the performance of any
particular investment.
Volatility management techniques may result
in periods of loss and underperformance, may
limit the Fund’s ability to participate in rising
markets and may increase transaction costs.
The use of leverage, as part of the investment
process, can multiply market movements into
greater changes in an investment value, thus
resulting in increased volatility of returns.
The whole or any part of this work may not be
reproduced, copied or transmitted or any of
its contents disclosed to third parties without
SSGA’s express written consent.

The information provided does not constitute
investment advice as such term is defined
under the Markets in Financial Instruments
Directive (2014/65/EU) and it should not be
relied on as such. It should not be considered
a solicitation to buy or an offer to sell any
investment. It does not take into account any
investor’s or potential investor’s particular
investment objectives, strategies, tax status,
risk appetite or investment horizon. If you
require investment advice you should consult
your tax and financial or other professional
advisor. All information is from SSGA unless
otherwise noted and has been obtained from
sources believed to be reliable, but its accuracy
is not guaranteed. There is no representation or
warranty as to the current accuracy, reliability
or completeness of, nor liability for, decisions
based on such information and it should not be
relied on as such.
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